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ABSTRACT

Thisprogressreportisforthesixthyearofa grantfrom theU.S.Department

of Energy (ContractDE-FG02-85ER52122) for the design,development,and

fabricationof ECRH transmissionand mode conversionsystems to transport

microwave power from a gyrotronto a magneticallyconfinedplasma. (This

periodisalsothethirdyearcoveredby a three-yearrenewalproposalsubmittedin

June of 1988.) The design and low-power testingof new and improved

componentsforsuch systemsand developmentofunderlyingtheoryisthefocusof

this project. Devising and improving component testing and diagnostic

techniquesisalsoan importantpartofthiseffort.The developmentofpossible

designsfor sectionsof gyrotronsthemselves,such as tapers or Vlasov-type

launchers,in support of the Varian gyrotrondevelopment program is also

consideredwhen appropriate.We alsoprovidesupportto othergroups working

on ECR heatingofmagneticallyconfinedplasmas such as the groupsat General

Atomics,the UniversityofTexas at Austin,and Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory.

During the last year, we designed and had fabricated a two-dimensional

Vlasov antenna system for a 110 GHz TEl5,2 mode gyrotron for possible use at

General Atomics. The system included the launcher section, a visor, main
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reflector, and focussing reflector• Programs to generate the tool-path profiles to

cut the "General Atomics" Vlasov components on a milling machine were

developed. We have also developed state-of-the-art theory and programs for three-

dimensional whispering-gallery-mode Vlasov antenna systems (launcher,

subreflector, and main reflector) from geometrical optics principals. We made

improvements on models for the radiation patterns from TE0n mode Vlasov

launchers which were compared to measured patterns. Similar models were

developed for whispering-gallery-mode Vlasov launchers. Measurements will be

made of Vlasov launcher radiation patterns in the next fiscal year.

A design for a 110 GHz TEol-TE15,2 mode-converter system for cold testing

WGM Vlasov antenna systems was developed and is currently being fabricated.

A 60 GHz azimuthal-aperture-array WG-mode generator was designed and
fabricated for the TEen modes• It was tested by the radiation pattern

measurement method and found to produce TEe2 and TEel modes of adequate

purity. Further improvements will be made on this device. Mode coupling due to

ohmic wall losses alone was investigated and found not to be a serious problem in
most common mode converters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thisprogressreportisforthesixthyearofa grantfrom theU.S.Department

of Energy (ContractDE-FG02-85ER52122) forthe design,development,and

fabricationof ECRH transmissionand mode conversionsystems to transport

microwave power from a gyrotronto a magneticallyconfinedplasma. (This

periodisalsothethirdyearcoveredby a three-yearrenewalproposalsubmittedin

June of 1988.) The design and low-power testingof new and improved

componentsforsuchsystemsand developmentofunderlyingtheoryisthefocusof

this project. Devising and improving component testing and diagnostic

techniquesisalsoan importantpartofthiseffort.The developmentofpossible

designsfor sectionsof gyrotronsthemselves,such as tapers or Vlasov-type

launchers,in support of the Varian gyrotrondevelopment program is also

consideredwhen appropriate.We alsoprovidesupportt_othergroupsworking

on ECR heatingofmagneticallyconfinedplasmas such as the groupsat General

Atomics,the UniversityofTexas at Austin,and Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory.

During the last year,we have designed a two-dimensionalwhispering-

gallery-modeVlasov antenna system which uses an extensionto the helicalcut

sometimes calleda visor.This systemwas designedforpossibleuse as a backup

system forthe 110 GHz gyrotronsto be used by General Atomics. Machine

drawings forthesecomponents were made and the partswere fabricatedon a

numericallycontrolledmillingmachine. We have alsocompletedthetheoryfora

threedimensionalVlasovantenna system and the computer cede forthe system

designisnearlycomplete.

We have developedmore accuratemodels forthe radiationfrom TE0n mode

Vlasovlauncherbafflesofboth the step-cutand slant-cutvariety.This model

givesgood agreement with measured radiationpatternsforTEol modes forthe

main lobeand two secondarylobes.We willapplya similarmodel to the more

difficultwhispering-gallerymodes during the next year and compare these

resultswith theory.

In the past, this project has emphasized the development of theory, design,

fabrication, and testing of waveguide mode converters and tapers. During the last
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,fiscal year, our mode converter and taper design work has principally been

involved with the development of mode converters and tapers for high-power 110

and 140 GHz gyrotrons. In particular, we have dewfloped an improved design for

a mode converter system to transform the TEol mode in a circular waveguide to

the rotating TE 15,2 mode to be used for tesung our Vlasov antenna designs at low

power.

Over the last several years, we have also developed diagnostic techniques and

capabilities to evaluate mode converter performance, particularly methods of

mode content determination by open-end radiation pattern analysis and k-

spectrometer measurement. During the last year, we have continued work on

these methods at a background level imprtwing the computer program for data

acquisition and manipulation that was begun the previous year and developing

the capability to make phase pattern measurements. We have also added the

capacity to take azimuthal radiation pattern measurements in our anechoic
chamber.

Over the next year, we propose to expand our work on Vlasov launchers and

to continue our development effort on mode converters and tapers for whispering-

gallery mode (WGM) type gyrotrons. We will also continue our effort in

improving mode content determination by the open-end radiation pattern method

and k-spectrometer measurements. We will continue the work on upgrading our

radiation pattern measurement facility to improve our capacity for the

measurement of phase patterns which will become important in Vlasov reflector

design and will be useful in mode-content determination measurements. We will

also develop a 110 GHz low-power radiation pattern measurement facility.
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IL CURRENT _CH AND

RESEARCH PERFORMED OVER THE PAST YEAR

HA. Vlasov Antenna Development

H-A-1. Whispering-Gallery-Mode Vlasov Antennns

The latest generation high-power high-frequency gyrotrons currently under

development at Varian and proposed for future development operate with rotating

cavity modes having a high azimuthal mode index. These modes are often called

whispering-gallery modes (WG modes or WGM). A device called a Vlasov

antenna [1], shown in simple form in Fig. 1, can be used with such modes to

obtain an approximately linearly polarized beam output. This beam can then be

focused into a circular waveguide or transmitted by quasi-optical techniques.

Early Vlasov antenna designs were essentially a circular waveguide

terminated by a helical cut radiating into a parabolic-cylinder reflector as shown

in Fig. 1. The radiation pattern of these early devices exhibited appreciable side-

lobe structure and only fair polarization properties. Less than 70% of the gyrotron

output power was in the main beam. Later refinements have improved these
characteristics.

We have developed theory based on ray optics methods for a two-dimensional

Vlasov launcher system which uses an extension to the helical cut, sometimes

called a visor, which is shown in cross-sectional form in Fig. 2. This second

reflecting surface allows one to obtaiw a,_. arbitrary power distribution across the

transverse dimension of the outr,-at beam. Beginning with the expressions for the

fields of the whispering-gaP.ery mode, we have developed in a rigorous and self-

consistent manner a design procedure for a two-dimensional Vlasov antenna

system which converts an arbitrary WG mode or similar input to an arbitrary

desired power distributic_n across the transverse dimension of the output beam.

The desired output would normally be a beam with a Gaussian distribution in the

transverse direction. The visor and the secondary reflector profiles become

solutions to a system of coupled differential equations. A somewhat simplified

version of the theory and associated computer code which we have written was

used last year to verify a design being used on the Microwave Tokamak



Fig.I. Schematicdrawingofa simpleVlasovlauncherfora rotatingwhispering-
gallery-typemode showingthespiralwaveguideend and theparabolicreflector.
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• Experiment (MTX) at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The gyrotron
there operates at 140 GHz in the TE 15,2 mode.

We have used this theory to design a Vlasov antenna system, shown

schematically in Fig. 3., for the TE 15,2 mode at 110 GHz for possible use by General

Atomics as a back up to the innovative system developed by Moeller. The two

dimensional system we have designed uses a focusing mirror following the main

reflector of the Vlasov antenna to couple the energy into a corrugated waveguide.

The shape and orientation of this mirror were chosen to maximize the coupling
efficiency from the free-space mode to the HE 11 mode of the corrugated waveguide.

A complete set of machine drawings for the five parts making up this system was

drained at no expense to General Atomics. Since the components of the system are

being machined locally in Madison, we also developed the computer code

necessary to provide the machinists with the appropriate tool paths for their

milling machine. This system could be tested in our anechoic chamber in
Madison as soon as our 110 GHz TE15,2 mode generating system (see Sec. II-B-l)

is vperational.

Our first Vlasov launcher design using a visor, while a vast improvement

over the earliest Vlasov converters (the Japanese have reported measured

conversion efficiencies of 93% compared with less than 70% in the initial Vlasov

design [1]) is still limited by the two-dimensional nature of the reflecting surfaces.

The background theory for a full three-dimensional design has been completed

and the necessary computer code is nearly finished. This design technique will

allow nearly arbitrary beam power profile shaping and phase distribution that

may be tailored for the intended application. Although a theoretical development

of three-dimensional dual-reflector systems with arbitrary output amplitude and

phase distribution has appeared in the literature, our analysis includes major

modifications to this theory which had not previously been applied to Vlasov

launchertypesystems.

The three-dimensionaldesigntheoryappliedtothe Vlasovantenna isquite

complex due to the distributednature ofthe primary radiator(thehelical-cut

waveguide aperture). However, we have completed the rather lengthy

calculationsrequiredto expressthe generatingequations(coupleddifferential

equations)for the reflectingsurfaces. The computational algorithmsand





. numerical coding of the theory are quite involved and are being developed to run

on the supercomputers available on the NERSC system. Autolisp routines to

incorporate synthesized surfaces directly into CAD drawings have also been

developed. Figure 4 shows the synthesized reflectors for a preliminary design.

Note that both the sub- and main reflectors may be placed in a circular cylinder
with a diameter of 30 cre.

A final design will be developed for possible use at either the University of

Texas at Austin or General Atomics. Then a design for possible use inside a

gyrotron will be developed.

Other issues that will be addressed are the polarization and diffraction

properties of the three-dimensional system. During the next year, we will also

consider using small distortions (dimples) in the waveguide just preceding the

launcher to obtain a narrower radiation pattern _om the baffle.

H-A-2. "l_n Mode Vlasov Launchers

We arealsostudyingbothstep-cutand slant-cutTE0n and TM0n mode Vlasov

launchersas shown in Fig.5. We are studyingtheselaunchersfortheirown

importanceas well as to developtheory,writecomputer programs, and gain

insightswhich willbe appliedto the more importantVlasov launcherforhigh-

azimuthal-indexrotatingmodes (whispering-galleryor WG modes) such as the

rotatingTE15,2 mode. The TE0n mode launchersare somewhat easiertoanalyze

and understand.Also,we have longbeen abletoproducepure TE0n and TMol

modes in our laboratorywhereas our capabilitytoproducethemore complexWG

modes isjust being realizedthissummer. (The development of methods of

generatingrelativelypure WG typemodes isalsoan importantpartofourpresent

and proposedprogram as discussedin Sec.II-B-3.)Having pure low-powerTE0n

modes availablein the laboratoryhas allowedus to compare our analyticaland

computationalresultswith measured resultsto testthem in a meaningfulway.

These toolswillnow be appliedto the WGM launchersas the necessarymode

generatorsbecome available.
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Fig.5. a)TE0n Vlasov launchershowing the half-cylinderbaffleand parabolic-
cylinderreflector,b)_nd c)Cross-sectionalviewsofa)showing geometricalrays.



In thepast,we have consideredseveraltheoreticalmodels forthe radiation

patternsfrom TE0n and TMol mode Vlasovbaffles.The most successfultodate

uses the equivalenceprincipleto obtainequivalentcurrentsoverthe waveguide

apertureand thebaffle(theregionfrom 0 _<z _<_ and _/2_<¢ <_3_/2 usingthe

coordinatesystem ofFigs.5 and 6). Here _ isthe bafflelength(one-halfthe

bounce length). The unperturbed waveguide fieldswere used as a first

approximationtothesecurrents.Analyticexpressionshave been obtainedforthe

radiationin the farfieldand a computer program has been developedforthe
fieldsat smallerdistances.We have alsomade measurements ofthe radiation

patterns from both step-cutand slant-cutbafflesin a 2.779 cm diameter

waveguideat60 GHz forTEol and TEo2 modes and a 4.76cm diameterwaveguide

at8.6GHz fora TMol mode.

Comparison of the theoretical results and the experimental data is shown in
Fig. 7 in the _ = 0" plane for the TE01 mode radiating from a step-cut baffle. Note

that even for this simple theory, there is good agreement between the theoretical
and experimental results for the main lobe and the fiz_t side lobes. In the _ = 90"

plane, shown in Fig. 8, the quantitative agreement is not quite as good for the side

lobes but is still very close for the main lob=s and there is good qualitative

agreement over the entire range. Figure 9 shows th_ theoretical and measured

azimuthal radiation patterns for the same baffle and input mode. (The capability

to make azimuthal radiation patterns is a new feature for our radiation pattern

measurement facility added this past year.) The theoretical and measured

radiation patterns of the TEol mode at 60 GHz radiating from a slant cut baffle is

shown in Fig. 10. We are hopeful that the good agreement that we have found

here is evidence that this method will also yield better results for WG modes than

those previously used.

The simpleequivalenceprinciplemodel thatwe have developedgivesthebest

agreementwith measurements ofany thatwe have seentodate.However,we feel

that itcan stillbe improved. For example,in thismodel, the currentson the

bafflearetakentoremainofconstantamplitudeovertheentiresurfacerightup to

thebaffleedge where theyaretakentoabruptlystop.Of course,thisisnotexactly

correct.We have,in a heuristicmanner, consideredin our theoryseveralsimple

current distributionswhich depart from the constant amplitude case.

Remarkably, these variationsdid not significantlyimprove the agreement
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Circular waveguide Hall-cylinder baffle

Fig. 6. Side view of the half-cylinder baffle for a TEon mode Vlasov launcher with
the coordinate system used for the equivalence-principle model.
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between theory and experiment. In the next year, we will make field

measurements dose to the baffle to try to determine a more accurate model for the
currentdistributionon thebaffle.Thiswillalsobe done forWGM baffles.

Work is currentlyunderway on the theoreticalpatterns for WG mode

launchersand thesewillbe compared with theorythissummer when one or

more ofour WG mode generatorsisoperational.Bafflecurrentmeasurements

willalsobe made on whisperinggallerymode bafflesas indicatedabove.

We have also used our ray-opticdesign programs to design a two

dimens_.onalreflectorsystem which takesthe experimentaloutputfrom a TEol

Vlasov feedand producesan outputbeam which isGaussian in the transverse

direction.The reflectorsystemisshown inFig.11 and theray diagram isshown

inFig.12. Sincewe areabletodesignefficientmode convertersfrom WG modes

tohigh orderTE0n modes (See Sec.II-B-1which follows),at moderatelylarge

radius,thepossibilityexistsofperformingthisconversionand then usinga TE0n

mode typeVlasovantenna system. Thus theTE0n mode Vlasovlauncherscould

take on additionalimportance. This type ofantenna system may not have any

particularadvantage overWG mode Vlasovlaunchersbut the possibilityshould

be explored.

During the next year,we willalsoconsiderusingsmall distortionsin the

waveguide justprecedingthe launcherand in the baffleto obtaina narrower

radiationpattern from the baffle. This study may help us in the similar

investigationforWGM launchersmentionedabove.

HB. Whisper-Gallery Mode Generator Development

In order to testthe Vlasov launcherand mode conve,-terdesignsbeing

developedforwhispering-gallerymode gyrotrons,itisnecessarytogenerateat

low power the same high-azimuthal-indexmodes thatthegyrotronsproduce. We

have consideredtwo possiblemethods ofgeneratingsuch modes. The firstwould

use a systemofmode converterstochangetheTEol mode tothedesiredWG mode,

forexample the TEI5,2mode. The secondmethod would use an azimuthalarray
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ofaperturesin a circularwaveguideand fedby a rectangularwaveguidewrapped

around the circular guide to generate the whispering-gallery mode.

II-B-1. Generation of Low-Power Whispering-Gallery Modes

With Perturbed-Wall Waveguide Mode-C_nverters

Our initial design effort, currently being fabricated, has focused on

producing the TEls,2 mode at 110 GHz. This is the mode and frequency of the 500

kW gyrotron developed by Varian Associates for use at General Atomics. This

will support our goal of the development of 2-D and 3-D Vlasov launcher systems

for possible use with these gyrotrons for ECR heating as discussed in Sec. II-A-1.

The first component in this system is a mode converter from standard F-band

TE lO mode rectangular waveguide to the TEol mode in a small diameter circular

waveguide. This component is commercially available from Alpha TRG. The

next component in the series is a varying radius TE01-TE07 mode converter which

-: will also serve as an uptaper. The wall profile of this converter is shown in Fig.

13. Figure 14 shows the mode amplitude content as a function of longitudinal

positionalong the converter.The thirdcomponent in thissystem isa helical

multifoilmode converter[3]totransformthe TE07 mode intothe rotatingTE,_5,2

mode. An exaggerateddiagram ofthismode converterisshown in Fig.15. The

helicalmultifoilhas a waveguidewallprofiledefinedby

a(z)= ao+ Aa(z)cos(m_ ± kpz)

where aoisthe averageradius,kpisthe longitudinalperturbationwave number,

and in thiscase m = 15. This designofthisTEo7-TE15,2 mode converteris

approximately17.7cnalong and,in thiscase,the maximum valueofAa is.0107

in.

Fig. 16. shows the amplitude of several of the most important modes in this

converter as a function of distance along the transducer. The two curves labeled

TE15,2 represent the cos mC and sin mC solutions for the TEl5,2 waveguide mode.

It is necessary for both of these to have the same amplitude and a phase difference

of 90°at the end of the converter in order to have a pure rotating mode. In this

calculation, thirty-two modes were considered; 8 TE0n modes, 8 TM0n modes, and
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Fig. 16. Graph of mode amplitude versus longitudinaldistance for a 110 GHz

TE07-TE15,2 helicalmultifoilmode converter.The output mode purityis99.5% for
a singlemode input. The ohmic lossis0.61%.



16 TE152 modes. The computed output mode purity is 99.5% with an ohmic loss of
0.61%.

The fabrication of these devices is somewhat more difficult than for the usual

mode converters which we have designed. As for our previous varying radius

type mode converters, the helical multifoil mode converters will be electroformed

onto aluminum mandrels and the mandrels eaten out with a soditun hydroxide

solution. However, the waveguide wall is now much more complicated than for

the simple varying radius converters which were cut on a numerically controlled
lathe. The helical multifoil mandrels have to be cut on a four-axis numerically

controlled mill. In order to have the mandrel fabricated, it was necessary to

supply the machinist with the tool path profiles for the helical multifoil wall.

Figure 17 shows the cutting position for a ball-end mill for the case of eight cuts

per multifoil period. The design of Thumm and Jacobs [3] had a much smaller

average radius and a maximum perturbation radius of only .0015". This requires

extremely exacting tolerances on the machining. The tolerances are less

stringent in our design. However, fabricatior has still met with difficulty.

II-B-2. Generation of Low-Power Whispering-Gallery Modes With Azimuthal

Aperture Arrays

A second method of generating high-azimuthal-index rotating modes was

also considered over this last year. In this method, an azimuthal array of equally

spaced apertures is used to excite the desired mode in a circular waveguide from

a dominant mode rectangular waveguide wrapped around it. A drawing of a

cross section of this azimuthal-aperture-array mode converter (AAAMC) is

shown in Fig. 18. In the first design, a simple short circuit was placed in the

circular waveguide on one side of the aperture array, as shown in Fig. 19, to allow

unwanted TE6n modes to be "tuned" out.

Since a large part of this study was to be experimental, it was necessary to

work at 60 GHz where we had a full complement of equipment. We will have full

experimental capabilities at 110 GHz by the end of this summer.

9
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Fig. 17. a) Diagram showing a cross-sectionof the helicalmultifoilmode
converterwith"tool-cut"circlesforthecaseof8 cutsperperiod,b)Expanded view
ofone periodofthe topdrawingwith theverticaldimensionexpanded much more
than thehorizontal.



Fig. 18. Transverse cross-section of the azimuthal-aperture-array structure used
to test the feasibility of generathlg rotating high-azimuthal-index modes in highly
overmoded circular waveguides. 6, 12, and 24 apertuces have been used up to this
point.
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In our initial work on this device, a circular waveguide with an inner

diameter of 1.094" was used because we had the correct size flanges and a k-

spectrometer for this diameter. In our proof of principal investigation of this typ _
of mode converter, we chose to try to produce the TE6n modes because, at a

frequency of 60 GHz and this waveguide diameter, the bounce angle, will be

similar to that produced by the TE15,2 mode at 110 GHz. However, this waveguide
diameter allowed the first three TE6n modes to propagate at 60 GHz and it proved

difficult to eliminate two of them without incorporating a cavity in the circular

waveguide. Thus we changed to a .811" inner diameter circular waveguide in

which the WE63 mode is cutofF.

As shown in Fig. 18, the TEIo mode was fed into the circumferential

waveguide through one ofthe rectangularwaveguide portsand the secondwas

terminated in a movable shortcircuit.The circumferentialwaveguide was

designedtobe exactlysixwavelengthslongat60 GHz. We have determinedthat,

with the proper spacingbetween the two rectangularwaveguide portsand the

correctpositionof the shortin the second rectangularport,a travellingwave

resonatorcan be formedintheazimuthalrectangularwaveguide. An arrayof24

azimuthalapertureswas drilledin the circularwaveguide to providethe mode

selectivecoupling.When a travellingwave existsintherectangularwaveguide,a

rotatingmode issetup in the circularwaveguide. The rectangularwaveguide

shortcan alsobe positionedso that the wave in the azimuthal rectangular

waveguide isa standingwave. This producesa stationarymode in the circular

waveguide. The movable shortcircuitplacedin the circularwaveguide behind

theape_ure arrayallowsforselectively"tuningout"eithertheTS61 or TE62 mode

and, with properchoiceof position,to reducethe levelof some otherspurious

mode(s)as weil.

Figures20 and 21 show a comparisonofthetheoreticaland measured open-

end Ee and E# polarradiationpatternsforthe TE62 mode as produced by this

device.Figure 22 shows the agreement between the theoreticaland measured

azimuthalradiationpatternsforEe when therectangularwaveguide shortcircuit

was adjustedfora stationarymode When the rectangularwaveguide short

circuitwas adjusted for a rotatingmode, the azimuthal pattern indicated

approximately36 time more power in themode rotatinginone directionthan the

10
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other. This ratio can be improved by changing the electrical length between the

two rectangular ports slightly.

Our future work on this device will include the investigation of a triple

concentric short circuit in the circular waveguide and fabricating and testing a

design for producing the TEl5,2 and TE22,2 modes at 110 GHz. We _ill also explore

the use of creating a cavity in the circular waveguide probably with a wire screen.

With such a cavity we hope to be able to obtain modes with higher radial indexes

than 2. This will be important for future gyrotrons which operate at higher

frequencies.

After we had begun the consideration of this device, some work by Furuno [4]

was brought to our attention where this method had been used, apparently

successfully, for generating a nonrotating TEsi mode at 16.15 GHz in a less

overmoded waveguide than the cases that we will be interested in. In this work

apparently only 8 apertures were used to generate a relatively pure TE81 mode.

We had thought that at least 16 apertures would be necessary to generate the TEsi

mode without exciting the TEol mode. We now believe that Furuno's results were

in error or that we somehow misinterpreted them. Our measurements indicate

that the device that we believe that Furuno described would have generated a
substantial amount of unwanted TEol mode.

H_. Mode Converter Development

We have had a strong program in mode converter development over the last

several years. This last year, our major effort, in mode converter development was

in the WGM generators described in Sec. B above. Previously we have also

developed a design for a mode converter and uptaper combination of the type

needed for use in the 110 GHz TE22,2 radial extraction gyrotron. J. Neilson of

Varian has determined that, with the appropriate phase difference, a specific

mode combination will have high transmission with low mode conversion across

the azimuthal gap through which the electron beam will be diverted [5]. Our

effort was done in parallel with J. Neilson at Varian. When it was found that he

achieved similar results for the same type of converter, work on this device was
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discontinued. An offer was extended to check his design profile with our

computer program for verification which was done this year.

II-D. Taper Designs

Last year, we began working on a computer technique to obtain optimized

tapers based on optimal control theory. A preliminary version of such a program
is currently running and is being tested for a TE02 mode where we have a good

analytic optimization method. However, the computer technique does not give
results for the TE02 mode as good as those that we obtain an optimizing analytic

method at this time. We will continue to explore both analytic and numerical

optimizing techniques in the future.

II-F_ Other Activities

n-F_l. Attenuation and Phase Constants Near Cutoff and Mode Coupling Due to

Wedl_

The whispering-gallery-mode gyrotrons currently being developed have

cavities which operate very close to the cavity waveguide cutoff. Also, in the

uptapers from these cavities, modes which can be strongly coupled by the radius

change pass through cutoff. Thus in the gyrotron cavity and in the smaller

sections of the uptaper, it is important to use accurate expressions for the

attenuation and phase constants near and below cutoff. The usual simple

expressions for the attenuation and phase constants are not valid in the range

very close to cutoff or below cutoff. The group at Varian has been using a

perturbational approximation for the phase and attenuation constant derived by

Jackson [6]. Last year, we checked this result by a more complete eigenmode

expansion method and found it to be quite accurate.

Loss is a more important factor for whispering-gallery type modes than for

TE0n modes. Thus it is valuable to check that the usual assumption that the mode

coupling due to wall losses is small compared to wall-perturbation coupling is

still valid. This last year the eigenmode expansion method has been used to find

12



the couplingcoefficientsbetween modes coupledby lossin the waveguide wal_s:

For waveguidesofgood conductorsuchas copper,thesecouplingcoefficientshave

indeedbeen foundtobe abouttwo ordersofmagnitude smallerthan thosedue to

typicalwallperturbations.Theireffectisnormallyfurtherdiminishedby thefact

that the couplingisnormally continuous Thus, under usual conditions,the

smallamount of power thatistransferredby thismechanism to some spurious

mode in the firstsectionofa convertertransfersback in largemeasure to the

originalmode inthe next.

II-E-2. Phase Pattern Measurement

We have continuedwork over the lastyear on adding the capabilityof

measuring and processingthe relativephase patternof the radiationfrom an

open-end waveguide or a Vlasovlauncher. Phase patterninformationwillbe

usefulin mode contentdeterminationby the open-endradiationpatternmethod.

ltwillalsobe valuablein the laterstagesofour Vlasov launcherwork where

phase frontinformationis important forproper reflectordesign. However,

accuratephase patterndata becomes more difficultto obtainas frequencyisis

increased.We have developedthecapacitytotakeacc_._ratephasepatterndatafor

anotherprogram at 8.6GHz where wavelengthsare longerthan at 60 and 110

GHz making theproblemeasier.We have alsodevelopeda flexiblelinefor60 GHz

which can be used to bringthe phase referencesignalto the detectoras the

receivinghorn turns.

H-F__ Radiation Pattern Measurement Facility Improvement

We added an azimuthal rotator to our radiation pattern measurement facility

this spring. The rotator was modified so that it is compatible with our previous

data acquisition system. This now gives of the capability of making azimuthal

radiation pattern measurements as well as polar pattern measurements.

Several minor improvements were also made to our radiation pattern data

acquisition system over the past year.
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II-F. Special Activities

During the last 12 months, Professor Vernon participated in three gyrotron

program reviews, two at Varian and one at the University of Wisconsin. He also

participated in scientific exchanges to Japan and the Soviet Union, making

presentations on both trips. A presentation was also given at the High-Power

MM-Wave Workshop in Cocoa Beach in December 1990. Three presentations were

given at the December 1990 Infrared and Millimeter Wave Conference and two at

the IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society Symposium in June 1991.
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